ON "SETTLING" THE VIETNAM QUESTION THROUGH NEGOTIATIONS

When we said that we gathered from the Party press that the leadership was being accused of "settling" in Vietnam (i.e., trying to evade the mass movement by offering to save the mass movement for a later "time of peace") we were fully aware of the importance of the issue and of the necessity of taking a clear stand. The issue centered upon the role of the leadership in the massive popular mobilization which has developed over the last year. The U.S. leadership was accused of trying to settle the war by offering to negotiate, while the leadership of the Vietnamese people was determined to fight on, to carry out the revolution in Vietnam.

The party press has been clear on this issue. The statements of the Party's theoretical journal, have not been equivocal. The party press has been consistent in its demands for a forthright and unconditional demand for the withdrawal of all U.S. forces and for a new national coalition government.
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